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Summary And Easy Action Guide Of Best Seller, "Money Master The Game: 7 Simple Steps to Financial Freedom" Do you find yourself overwhelmed by the many choices on investments?
Are you doing what's necessary but don't really bring as much benefit to your overall finances? Do you often feel you don't know where to start with investments? If you answered yes to these
questions, you need to read this book! This book contains a summary and proven steps and strategies, on how to invest your hard earn money, based on the amazing life-changing book,
"Money Master The Game" by Tony Robbins. This book is meant to give you a quick summary of the important bits on how to actually invest your money like the rich do, as taught in Money
Master The Game. Take action today to change the rest of your life and download this book now!
Money Master The Game: by Tony Robbins | Summary & Analysis A Smarter You In 15 Minutes... What is your time worth?A classic, well-elaborated topic that ponders everyone's mind: How
to secure financial freedom for ourselves and for our families. Taking control! Money, the necessary evil, the hush-hush topic during conversations. The deal breaker in some cases. It is raw
and garish.Money Master the Game was created by one of the most revered writers named Tony Robbins (Anthony Robbins). He is a motivational speaker, an instructor of finance and of
course, a great writer we know. The book was published on November 18, 2014, with its new edition in paperback published on March 2016. This book indicates how we are going to secure
financial freedom for our families as well as for our own. What exactly is Tony Robbins offering in the book Money Master the Game? In simple words, he wants you to increase your quality of
life. The book has beautiful insights, full of very inspirational thoughts that can probably help you to enhance your ability regarding finance. Honestly speaking, the book has the biggest
influence on your body, emotions, relationships, and mostly your "money". Using his strategies and knowledge about financing described in the book, you will surely get enough inspiration to
have a better way of life. Money Master the Game is a must-read book on finance. It has a unique and wonderful strategy about personal finances that aren't taught in many other finance
books. If you are looking for an inspiring book to read on about finances, then Money Monster the Game would be a great option. And if you are a novice at finance, anything about "money,"
this book will be a complete goldmine for you! Detailed overview of the book Most valuable lessons and information Key Takeaways and Analysis Written by Elite SummariesPlease note: This
is a detailed summary and analysis of the book and not the original book.keyword: Money master the game, Money master the game book, Money master the game ebook, Money master the
game kindle, Tony Robbins
PLEASE NOTE: This is a summary and analysis of the book and NOT the original book. MONEY Master the Game by Tony Robbins - A 15-minute Summary & Analysis Inside this Instaread: *
Summary of entire book * Introduction to the important people in the book * Analysis of the themes, important people and author style Preview of this Instaread:Summary: Money, Master the
Game is a book by life coach, Tony Robbins. In this book, Robbins outlines seven strategies anyone can use to invest their money and achieve financial freedom. Less than fifty percent of
Americans currently have any kind of spending or investment plan. In order to achieve financial freedom, Americans need to invest a portion of their income, preferably fifteen percent or more,
in the stock market. However, many people do not trust the financial markets. Others simply believe they do not make enough money to afford any kind of savings, let alone make investments.
The first step to financial freedom is shifting from the idea of being a consumer to being an owner. A person must take control of their own financial future by figuring out how much money they
can afford to commit to investments. An investor must pick a percentage of their income to invest...
PLEASE NOTE: This is a summary and analysis of the book and NOT the original book. MONEY Master the Game by Tony Robbins - A 15-minute Summary & Analysis Inside this Instaread: *
Summary of entire book * Introduction to the important people in the book * Analysis of the themes, important people and author style Preview of this Instaread: Summary: Money, Master the
Game is a book by life coach, Tony Robbins. In this book, Robbins outlines seven strategies anyone can use to invest their money and achieve financial freedom. Less than fifty percent of
Americans currently have any kind of spending or investment plan. In order to achieve financial freedom, Americans need to invest a portion of their income, preferably fifteen percent or more,
in the stock market. However, many people do not trust the financial markets. Others simply believe they do not make enough money to afford any kind of savings, let alone make investments.
The first step to financial freedom is shifting from the idea of being a consumer to being an owner. A person must take control of their own financial future by figuring out how much money they
can afford to commit to investments. An investor must pick a percentage of their income to invest...
Buku ini sebenarnya tidak memperkatakan tentang wang, ia menceritakan bagaimana hendak mencipta kehidupan yang kita inginkan. Sebahagian daripadanya memperkatakan tentang
membuat keputusan terhadap peranan wang yang kita mahu dalam kehidupan masing-masing. Kita semua memiliki wang dalam kehidupan, apa yang penting adalah kita tidak membiarkan
wang itu menguasai kita. Barulah kita bebas untuk menjalani kehidupan sebagaimana yang kita inginkan.
"Bibliography found online at tonyrobbins.com/masterthegame"--Page [643].
This is a summary of Tony Robbins' MONEY Master the Game. Tony is the one person who can help you infuse awareness into your life so that you can reach your goals. Through this book,
you will attain clarity of vision and commitment to improve your life. Tony created an effective tool known as V2MOM, meaning:VisionValuesMethodsObstaclesMeasurementsThis tool can help
you focus on your key goals in life and work. The tool incorporates 5 questions:What is it that I truly desire? (Vision)What about it is important? (Values)What do I have to do to achieve it?
(Methods)Why am I not able to achieve it? (Obstacles)What will indicate my success? (Measurements)In this book, you will learn how you can achieve financial independence even with
minimal amounts of annual income, all through the power of compound interest. This way, you shall not be a mere consumer anymore; you will transform into an investor who owns a share of
the future potential. Available in a variety of formats, this summary is aimed for those who want to capture the gist of the book but don't have the current time to devour all 689 pages. You get
the main summary along with all of the benefits and lessons the actual book has to offer. Ant Hive Media reads every chapter, extracts the understanding and leaves you with a new
perspective and time to spare. We do the work so you can understand the book in minutes, not hours.

Money Master the Game was created by one of the most revered writers named Tony Robbins (Anthony Robbins). He is a motivational speaker, an instructor of finance and of
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course, a great writer we know. The book was published on November 18, 2014, with its new edition in paperback published on March 2016 for only $13. This book indicates how
we are going to secure financial freedom for our families as well as for our own. What is Tony Robbins offering in the book Money Master the Game? In simple words, he wants
you to increase your quality of life. The book has beautiful insights, full of very inspirational thoughts that can probably help you to enhance your ability regarding finance.
Honestly speaking, the book has the biggest influence to your body, emotions, relationships, and mostly your “money”. Using his strategies and knowledge about financing
described in the book, you will surely get enough inspiration to have a better way of life. Money Master the Game is a must-read book on finance, and you should try it. It has a
unique and wonderful strategy about money. If you were looking for an awe-inspiring book to read on about finances, then Money Monster the Game would be a great option.
And if you are novice at finance, anything about “money”, this book is a big help for you that can save your financial stuff.
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?????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Jeff Immelt???????GE???? ???????????TEDTalks????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????•????Richard Branson???????Virgin
Group???? ???????????????????????????????Oprah Winfey?????????????????OMagazine???? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Alicia
Keys?????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Chelsea
Clinton????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Wendy Kopp??????????Teach for America????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????50????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Jim Collins???????A?A+??From Good to
Great???
How to Get Mastery Over Your Finances? Beloved, I wish above all things that thou mayest prosper and be in health, even as thy soul prospereth. 3 John 1:2 We are living in the
most affluent economy in decades. Yet, many people are living paycheck to paycheck. Just getting by instead living in victory over their finances. Inside of MONEY Master the
Game, Tony Robbins gives you the "keys to the kingdom" of financial mastery. The companion guide: MONEY Master the Game Journal is the best tool you can use to quickly
and easily develop mastery over the principles and concepts he teaches. And, more importantly how you respond to them n your own world. This is powerful! Buy this journal
now if you want to improve your financial mastery quickly and easily.
Tony Robbins is the one person who can help you infuse awareness into your life so that you can reach your goals. Through this book, you will attain clarity of vision and
commitment to improve your life. In this book, you will learn how you can achieve financial independence even with minimal amounts of annual income, all through the power of
compound interest. You will learn about an effective tool Tony created known as V2MOM. It is a tool that can help you focus on your key goals in life and work. Helping you to not
be a mere consumer anymore; you will transform into an investor who owns a share of the future potential. Available in a variety of formats, this summary is aimed for those who
want to capture the gist of the book but don't have the current time to devour all 689 pages. You get the main summary along with all of the benefits and lessons the actual book
has to offer. This is a summary that is not intended to be used without reference to the original book.
Money Master the Game: by Tony Robbins | A 15-minute Key Takeaways & Analysis Preview: Money, Master the Game is a book by life coach, Tony Robbins. In this book,
Robbins outlines seven strategies anyone can use to invest their money and achieve financial freedom… PLEASE NOTE: This is key takeaways and analysis of the book and
NOT the original book. Inside this Instaread of Money Master the Game: • Key Takeaways of the book • Introduction to the important people in the book • Analysis of the Key
Takeaways
ABOUT THE ORIGINAL BOOKIf you are preoccupied by your future and therefore would like to learn how to better manage your economy, then this is the book for you, as it will
teach you the best advice of the great masters who dominate the financial world. Economic freedom is within your reach through seven steps that will show you how you can
control money to make it work for you. No matter what stage of life you are in, whether you're a young entrepreneur just starting your business or if you are a person who wants
to enjoy his retirement shortly, here you will find the guide that you need to learn to save and invest according to your needs.The author, Tony Robbins, is a high-performance
trainer who has gathered the experience of fifty investment experts to teach you how to accumulate money investing little and earning a lot, while reducing risks. You will also
learn the benefits that charity can bring you, among other practices. Although it may seem complicated, in the end you may realize that managing your money is a basic matter of
common sense.In fact, it is a guarantee that, if you manage to make intelligent decisions regarding your investments, it is likely that you should not worry about working ever
more in your life. However, before achieving this dream you must not allow your money to remain static, if you want to multiply it you have to move it, as if it were a muscle that
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you must exercise to work to its full potential.INTRODUCTIONThe methods of the great entrepreneurs and all those who have worked hard to enrich themselves come from
experience and discipline. Their life stories are not exempt from mistakes and failures, but all this information regarding investments and successful profits can be summarized in
seven steps we can learn to achieve our own achievements.This is the current scenario: after working for an average of thirty years, we must be prepared to sustain ourselves
economically throughout a retirement that will last more or less the same, since the average life has increased since the Great Depression from the age of 62 to 92 or 97 years of
age. That is why saving for retirement presents a great challenge and it is wise to place it as an objective goal to reach financial wealth.In spite of the above, in the United States
less than half of the population has some type of financial plan that allows them to save or invest, because there is a huge distrust of the markets and a lack of faith in the
capacity of our income to generate any kind of movement with money. However, the experience of the experts indicates that one must be daring to be willing to invest at least
fifteen percent of our economy.It is normal to feel fear and desire to surrender to that inner voice that tells us it's better to go down the safer road. In short, the management of our
financial situation requires a strong emotional component that we must learn to dominate so as not to become demoralized when encountering certain challenges, for example,
believing that our savings are not such a great thing if we learn that a friend is saving twice as much. The world of investments is intimidating, but the key is never to give up.
In today's fast-paced world, it's tough to find the time to read. But with Joosr guides, you can get the key insights from bestselling non-fiction titles in less than 20 minutes.
Whether you want to gain knowledge on the go or find the books you'll love, Joosr's brief and accessible eBook summaries fit into your life. Find out more at joosr.com. Is
investing money for the future really as hard as it seems, and why is it so important to do it? Discover the secrets to investing successfully to ensure financial security in your
retirement. Money: Master the Game is an instructional guide for navigating the world of stock markets and investments. It takes the complicated subject of money and retirement
planning, and simplifies it by clearly explaining everything you need to know from start to finish. You don't need to pay expensive professionals to manage your finances, and you
don't have to be wealthy. Simply commit to saving a portion of your income, and then create a plan to make that money grow. You will learn: ? Why you need to start a 401(k),
and how you can do so today ? How to avoid investment traps that will cost you more than they will pay ? How you can set up your retirement plan so that you have a paycheck
for life without ever needing to work again.

??????????????? ??????50?????13????????? ?????????? ????????????????????Vogue??????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????
???????????????????…… ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????
Disclaimer: This is a blank lined writing notebook for you to write your key takeaways and lessons learned from the original book - Money Master the Game: 7 Simple Steps to Financial Freedom, by Tony
Robbins! This is the blank lined writing notebook for you to journal and record lessons you derive from "Money Master the Game: 7 Simple Steps to Financial Freedom" by Tony Robbins! Read, learn and
apply the main ideas, key points and principles from the original book by recording your lessons in this book. You can use it as your diary, writing book, notebook, journal or even a book to doodle in. The
original book "Money Master the Game: 7 Simple Steps to Financial Freedom" is by far one of the books most read by CEOs around the world. It is always in the top 10 of the greatest self-help books
recommended by influential people. Written by Tony Robbins, the book contains the most essential principles of financial management and highly effective techniques of dealing with money. Since its first
release, the international bestseller has sold millions of copies and counting, proving the fact that Tony Robbins' principles are just relevant for anyone in any society no matter their race and gender. The book
has helped many individuals and teams to move from being serial self-help book readers to becoming highly productive people who learn and put into practice what they have learned. Become a master at
your craft by reading, learning and acting upon your newly found knowledge wisdom and experiences. Highlight and capture the key ideas and most important lessons found in the original book so that you
can put them into practice. If you've already read the original book, go ahead and write your notes on lessons learned before you start trying to apply them and see if you remember anything that you can take
action on. If you are just starting out on reading the original book, here is a suggestion: Whether you are a fast paced reader or a thoughtful reader, read and record your understandings every 10 minutes, 30
minutes or an hour. This will help you extract and take the most and take appropriate action before you forget. This will be the perfect personal gift for yourself, friends and family, and anyone you know who
loves reading self-help and personal development books. They will find this book highly useful and the process, highly effective. (Note: This is a blank lined writing journal for you to record your key takeaways
and lessons learned from the original book. It is not the original book, and it's not affiliated with the original author in any way. You can find the original book by Searching for "Money Master the Game: 7
Simple Steps to Financial Freedom, by Tony Robbins"
?????????????????????? ???????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????? ?????????RT???????????????????????????? ???????????????????? ?2012?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????? ??????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????? ??????? ?????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????? ??……???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????RT?? ????????????????????????????????????????????……?????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Setfan Raets ??????????
Money Master The Game: by Tony Robbins | Summary & Analysis A Smarter You In 15 Minutes... What is your time worth? A classic, well elaborated topic that ponders everyone's mind: How to secure
financial freedom for ourselves and for our families. Taking control! Money, the necessary evil, the hush-hush topic during conversations. The deal breaker in some cases. It is raw and garish. Money Master
the Game was created by one of the most revered writers named Tony Robbins (Anthony Robbins). He is a motivational speaker, an instructor of finance and of course, a great writer we know. The book was
published on November 18, 2014, with its new edition in paperback published on March 2016. This book indicates how we are going to secure financial freedom for our families as well as for our own. What
exactly is Tony Robbins offering in the book Money Master the Game? In simple words, he wants you to increase your quality of life. The book has beautiful insights, full of very inspirational thoughts that can
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probably help you to enhance your ability regarding finance. Honestly speaking, the book has the biggest influence to your body, emotions, relationships, and mostly your "money". Using his strategies and
knowledge about financing described in the book, you will surely get enough inspiration to have a better way of life. Money Master the Game is a must-read book on finance. It has a unique and wonderful
strategy about personal finances that aren't taught in many other finance books. If you are looking for an inspiring book to read on about finances, then Money Monster the Game would be a great option. And
if you are novice at finance, anything about "money," this book will be a complete goldmine for you! Detailed overview of the book Most valuable lessons and information Key Takeaways and Analysis Take
action today and grab this best selling book for a limited time discount of only $6.99! Written by Elite Summaries Please note: This is a detailed summary and analysis of the book and not the original book.
keyword: Money master the game, Money master the game book, Money master the game audiobook, Money master the game kindle, Tony Robbins, Anthony Robbins, money masters, money mastering the
game, tony robbins money master the game, money master the game tony, money master the game robbins
Want more free books like this? Download our app for free at https://www.QuickRead.com/App and get access to hundreds of free book and audiobook summaries. A guide to mastering your money by
learning the ins and outs of investments that will allow you to live the lifestyle you want and achieve financial freedom. Is your money working hard or hardly working? Ideally, your money should work for you,
making you money while you sleep. But how can you do this? Simply leaving your money in a bank will never guarantee financial success, instead, investing your money is the key to earning financial
independence. Let it sit and watch it grow! It’s not as easy as it sounds, and for many, investing seems too overwhelming. But Tony Robbins is here to spell it out for you and expel the myths about
investments that many people believe. For instance, it does not take money to make money, anyone can begin their path to financial freedom no matter how many or few assets they have. Get started now,
master your money, and climb the financial mountain to success.
::::::: DISCLAIMER:::::::: All ?f ?ur books ?r? ?nt?nd?d ?? companions' t?, n?t replacement f?r, th? original t?tl??. ContentPush is wholly responsible for all ?f th? content ?nd is not ???????t?d w?th the ?r?g?n?l
authors' ?n ?n? w??.::::::: ABOUT BOOK:::::::: D? ??u w?nt t? master m?n??, ?nd m?k? ?t work for ??u? In th?? b??k ??u'll d????v?r th? ?t??? ??u n??d t? t?k? t? achieve r??l f?n?n???l fr??d?m. Wh?th?r ??u'r?
just ?t?rt?ng ??ur career ?r m?v?ng t?w?rd r?t?r?m?nt, MONEY ?ff?r? ??und advice fr?m ?????n?d ?r?f?????n?l? ?n saving ?nd ?nv??t?ng so ??u can l?v? th? life ??u want.::::::: ABOUT TH? AUTH?R:::::::
T?n? Robbins ?? a bestselling ?uth?r, entrepreneur ?nd consultant. He's ????h?d many ?nflu?nt??l personalities, ?n?lud?ng ?r???d?nt?, CEOs and celebrities, on bu??n??? ?nd financial ?tr?t?g???.:::::::
INTRODUCTION::::::: D????v?r th? ?t??? you need to t?k? to ??h??v? f?n?n???l fr??d?m.Wh?t happens t? couch potatoes? S?tt?ng ?r?und ?ll day d??ng n?th?ng, th?? g?t f?t. Cur??u?l?, th? opposite ?? true
w?th m?n??. L??v? it ??tt?ng around, and ??u'll find th?t th? total ju?t gets smaller ?nd smaller. To m?k? th?t ??l? of d?ugh gr?w, ??u n??d t? ?x?r???? it, or make it w?rk! These summary ?x?l??n ?x??tl? how
??u can turn a ?m?ll n??t egg ?nt? a m?unt??n ?f cash that will l?t ??u l?v? your l?f? ?x??tl? how ??u want t?. If you ?nv??t your m?n?? in the r?ght ?l????, th?n financial ???ur?t? w?ll f?ll?w. And ?f ??u'r?
smart ?b?ut it, ??u m?? n?v?r n??d t? w?rk ?v?r ?g??n! In the f?ll?w?ng summary, ??u'll d????v?r How th? ?????n? ?f the year can h?l? ??u ?tr?t?g?z? ??ur ?nv??tm?nt?; H?w mu?h m?n?? ??u r??ll? need t?
save b?f?r? ??u can ?u?t your job; and Wh? b?l??v?ng ?n yourself is the best f?n?n???l ?dv??? ?n??n? ?
Guides readers on the path to financial freedom, discussing how to not only weather but gain from fluctuations in the stock market, how to get more out of a 401k, and how to avoid paying hidden fees.
????????????????? ???????????????? ????????? ???????????? ?FORTUNE?????????? ?????????? ?????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????? ??? ?????????????????????
????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????? ???? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
PLEASE NOTE: THIS IS A GUIDE TO THE ORIGINAL BOOK. Guide to Tony Robbins's Money Master the Game Preview: Money, Master the Game is a book by life coach, Tony Robbins. In this book,
Robbins outlines seven strategies anyone can use to invest their money and achieve financial freedom. Less than fifty percent of Americans currently have any kind of spending or investment plan... Inside
this companion: -Overview of the book -Important People -Key Insights -Analysis of Key Insights
"Contains proven steps and strategies on how to improve your understanding towards money and help you to master money saving and spending habits. Your money making capabilities depend on your
understanding of the psychology of money. The author is a well known motivational speaker and professor in Oxford University and this book is based on his extensive research on psychology of
money."--Amazon.com.
?????????????????? ?????40,000,000?? ??????????21?????????? ???????????????????? ? ???????????????51??????109???? ? ?????????????????????????????????? ? ??????????????????????? ?
??????????????????50??? ? ????????????????????????????????? ? ??20?????? ?????????????????????? ??????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????
?????????????????? ????????????????????? ????????????????? ? ????????????? ? ??????????? ? ??????????????????????? ? ??????????????????? ? ????????????????????
??????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????T????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????IQ? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????IQ??????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????, ?????????, ???????????.
thimblesofplenty is a group of friends who also happen to be business people and avid readers. We wanted to keep up with the latest business books but found that time was a factor. So we divided out the
work and each of us took a book and summarised it for the others. We though it might be a great idea to share these summaries with you. For a small price and a 3 minute time investment, our summary
gives you some of the wisdom from the book, some food for thought and hopefully the impetus to make some time to read the whole book!
MONEY Master the Game7 Simple Steps to Financial FreedomSimon and Schuster
??????????????????????????????? ???????????????? ——?? ???????????????????????????????John C. Bogle??? ??????????——?????????????????????? ?????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ——???????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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????????????????????????????????——???????????????????????????——????????????? ??????????????——????????????????????????????????——????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????
?????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ——???????John C. Bogle?????????????????????????Vanguard Group?????????? ?????????? ???????????????? ???????????
?????Money??????? ????????????????????? ???????? ??????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ——????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ——?????Money???????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ——?????????????????????? ??? ?? (??)
The must-read summary of Tony Robbins' book: "MONEY Master the Game: 7 Simple Steps to Financial Freedom". This complete summary of the ideas from Tony Robbins' book "MONEY Master the Game:
7 Simple Steps to Financial Freedom" tells you how to achieve financial freedom by building a Money Machine. According to Robbins, managing your portfolio of investments that generate ongoing income is
the key to funding your lifestyle. To do this, there are just seven steps: 1. Become an investor, not just a consumer 2. Know the rules of investing 3. Figure out your real numbers 4. Allocate your investments
5. Create an income plan 6. Start investing today 7. Get started and enjoy the future Added-value of this summary: • Save time • Manage your personal investments • Master the game and gain financial
freedom To learn more, read “MONEY Master the Game” to stop being a chess piece and become the chess player in the game of money!
Inside this Instaread of Money Master the Game:* Key Takeaways of the book* Introduction to the important people in the book* Analysis of the Key Takeaways
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